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An e xper i m ental investigatio n of th e s t ead y, laminar n ear-wa k e flowfield of a two-dimen-
s ional, adiabatic, circula r cylinder ·with surface m ass transfer h as b een mad e a t a freestreain 
~Iach number of 6.0. The pressure and mass- concentration fields associated with the t rans-
fer of a rgon, nitrogen, or h elium into the n ear wake were studied fo r mass tra n sfer front the 
for ward s tagna t ion r egion, a nd from the base . F o r sufficiently low rnass t ran sfer rates 
fron1 t h e base, for which a r ecircula ting zone exists, the entire n ear-wak e flowfield correl at es 
with the n1omentum flu x, n ot t h e m ass flux, of the injecta nt, and the n:1a ss- con centra tion 
field is d e t ermined b y counter-current diffusion into the rever sed flow. For m ass addition 
fro1n t h e forwai.·d stagn ation region, t he pressu re fi eld is undis turbed a nd the m ass- concen-
ti-ation field is nearly unifo r m in t h e region of rever sed flow. The a xial deca y of argon mass 
concentrati on in the intermediate wake, down s tream of the neck , is explained with the aid 
of a n integ1·al solution in the incomp1·essible plane, from which t h e l ocation of t h e virtual 
o r igin for t h e asym p totic far -wake solution h as b een d e rived as on e r esult. 
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Subscripts 
b base stagnation point 
t. centerline 
e external 
i injected fluid 
N neck 
s boundary layer immediately upstream of separation 
0 total or stagnation condition 
ro undisturbed freestream conditions 
Introduction 
T HE roles of heat and ma~s transfer in the development of the wake behind a. bodv. and the diffusion of chemical 
species witlii.n the near- and 'far-wake flows are problems of 
considerable t echnological importance. The purpose of 
the present investigation was to determine the effect of mass 
addition on the laminar wake of a circular CYiinder and to 
examine the diffusion of the injected species within the 
near-wake fl.ow. T he details of this work are given in Ref. 
1. 
The basic fl.owfield structure for the circular cylinder 
[Fig. 1], in the absence of mass addit ion, has previously been 
described in considerable detail in Refs. 2-4. and t herefore 
only those aspects of t he fl.ow which relate directlv t o the 
phenomena of mass addition will be included he~·e. The 
problem of mass diffusion in the far wake of a uniformly 
porous cylinder has been discussed in R efs. 5 and 6, and Her-
zog7 has investigat.ed the effects of nitrogen addition from the 
base on the near-wake pressure field. 
It seems obvious, a priori, that mass addition into t he near-
wake fl.ow from the base \Yill perturb the fl.owfield structure. 
However, it is not obvious ''"hat effects on the near wake will 
be produced by mass addit ion from t.lie f orward stagnation 
region of the body when the mass t ransfer rates are low 
enough that the bow shock structure is not affected. In 
the latter case, one might expect perturbations to occur in the 
structure of the cylinder boundary layer which, after separa-
tion, becomes the free shear !aver in the near vrnke. For the 
addition of a foreign specie~, one might. a lso anticipate 
changes in the dynamics of the reattaching streamline 
resulting from the presence of finite mass concentrations. 
The accumulation of these effects might be expected to 
influence the near-wake fl.owfield according to the theories of 
Korst8 and Chapman. 9 
F or mass addition from the base, three distinct regimes may 
be defined for the influence of mass addition on the near-
wake pressure field. These three regimes are disting·uished 
according to whether the mass flu.x, the momentum flux or the 
vol11me flux of t he injected species dominates the changes 
in the fiowfield. 
For negligible velocities of the injecta.nt, the concept of 
base bleed has been introduced by Korst. et al.,s and by Chap-
man. 10 K umerous experiments have been reported (cf. 
Herzog,7 Davis, 11 Carriere,12 Ginoux 13) in which correlations 
ha.ve been attempted based on the empirica.lly derived 
bleed parameters arising from the Chapman-Korst ideas of 
mass entrainment by the free shear layers bounding the 
recircula.t.ing flow. The arguments contained in the Chap-
man-Korst theory lead to the conclusion that changes in 
the base pressure, and hence the near-wake structure, depend 
on the normalized mass flux of t he injected fluid. The 
experiments of Carriere12 and Ginoux.13 using onfr air as an 
inj ect.ant, seem to substantiate these ideas. " However, 
correlations between the changes in the near-wake pressure 
field and the molecular weight of the injected fluid have not 
been obta.ined previously. 
At the opposite end of the spectrum. for laro-e velocities of 
the injectant, the experiments of Le\\;is and Behrens14 con-
clusively demonstrate that when the recirculating zone no 
longer exists in the wake the changes in the pressure field 
depend on the volume flow of t he inject.ant. 
In the intermediate mass transfer regime, fo r which a 
recirculating zone still exists in the near wake, a third regime 
exists in which the momentum flux of the inject.ant is compar-
able with the momentum flux of the reversed flow. The 
present experiments \Yere designed to study this regime a.ncl to 
determine the physical mechanism associated " ·ith the effect 
of mass addition on the base pressure and the near-wake 
pressure field, and the correlat ion of these effects with 
Reynolds number and molecular weight by using argon, 
nitrogen, and helium as injectants. 
Few detailed t heoretical or experimen tal investigations 
have been performed to determine the distribut ion in the 
near-wake flowfield of mass species transferred to the fl.ow 
from the body .§ In t he present investigat ion, t he distri-
butions of the injected species were measured in the steaclv 
near-wake flow of a circular cylinder, and the importa1{t 
mechanisms that determine the dist.ribution of passive 
scalars (i.e., mass and, by analogy, t emperature) in the near 
\vake are examined. In adclition, to understand t he be-
havior of the asymptotic far-wake distribution of the injected 
species.. an intermediate wake region immediately down-
stream of the wake neck is examined to determine the in-
fluence of the near-wake flow on the dernlopment of the 
asymptotic fa r \Yake. 
Experimental Technique 
Flow Facility 
The experiments were performed at a nominal freestream 
:\:Iach number of 6.0, and freest ream Ren10lds numbers 
Reo,d = 0.905 X 104 and 2.95 X 10' in Leg i°of the GALCIT 
hypersonic facilit y. This facility is a closed return, con-
t.itmous flow tunnel with a 5 X 5 in. test sect.ion and a stagna-
t ion t emperature of 735° R. 
Models 
The wind-tunnel models used in this investigation (Fig. 1) 
consisted of 0.200 in. diam stainless-steel tubes \Yhich span-
ned the test. section. These models were provided ''"ith 
t riangular cross-flow fences downstream of t he cvlinder to 
insure a spanwise uni form static-pressure field i1; the base 
region. 1 
T wo models were used in the experiments: a pressure 
model and a mass-transfer model. The pressure model 
used an internal 0-ring to hold either base mounted Pitot 
probes or insert st atic-pressure probes, 'Yith \Thich t he axial 
distribut.ions of P itot and stat.ic pressure ''"ere measured in 
the reversed fl.ow in t he absence of mass addition. The 
mass transfer model (Fig. 1) used a machineable porous 
ceramic insert, bonded with epoxy into a longitudinal slot in 
the cylinder, to t ransfer the injectant from the body sur-
face into the fl.owfield . 
To insure the spanwise uniformity of the flo"·field , the 
model plenum pressure and temperature ffere measured. 
The plenum pressure 'ms found to be uniform within 0.5% 
and independent of the external flow over the entire operating 
range. The gas temperature in the plenum ,,-as within 10% 
of the adiabatic-wall temperature of the model. :\Ieasure-
ments of the spa1rn-ise pressure and mass-concentration dis-
t ributions in the base region confirmed that t he near-wake 
fl.ow with mass adclition was nearly t.wo-dimensional in 
th e region of reversed flow. D ownstream of reatt achment, 
three-dimensional effects resulted in an over-all decrease in 
t he mass-concentration levels. 
§ Somewhat limited measurements have been reported by 
Davis.11 
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Pressure ~Ieasure1nent 
The impact-pressure and mass-concentration fields were 
rnc~m1recl by using a family of Pitot-sampling probes. The 
rnea;:urements were made l\·ith a 0- 5 psia pressure transducer 
rn:rnufactured by Stat.ham Instrument Co., and a ,-acuum 
reference silicone-oil micromanometer. The data \\·ere 
cc 1rrected for both \'iscous and probe interference effects. 
and "·ere adjusted to account for existing tunnel gradients. . 
) las.- Concentration :,\leasurem.ent 
Reis and Fenn15 haYe demonstrated that for the flo,1· of a 
binary mixture of gases of disparate molecular weights, the 
prc;:ence of a ~ampling probe may cause barotropic species 
separation by ,·irtue of the existence of a strong lateral 
pre-~ure · gradient in the Yicinity of the probe tip. The 
m:1~11itucle of this separation is a function of the ::.\ Iach 
m1mber, Re~·nolcls number, and the disparity bern·een the 
coll~tituent molecular \\eights. T he important parameter 
in the mass-sampling problem is the ratio of the area of the 
;::11npled stream tube relatiYe to the incident cross-section of 
the probe, "·hich, for the lo"· Reynold:: numbers encountered 
iu the present experiment5, is typically of the order of 0.2, 
because of viscous effects. 
To Yerify that the mass concentrat ions measm ed by the 
prnbe were correct, measurements were performed in the 
11·~cke behind the cylinder, with mass addit ion from the base. 
f nr these measurements, the mii.&s concent ration at a point 
11·:F measured as a function of probe Reynolds number 
:cud the mass flux through the probe, for argon and helium 
addition. ~ o barotropic effects \Yere found either fo r an 
increase in probe Reynolds number by a factor of five, or for a 
change in probe mas flux by a factor of ten. On the basis 
oi these measm ements, it is concluded that the .. ample 
obtained is representative of the undisturbed flowfielcl. 
The detector for the mass-analysis system \1·as a Varian 
. .\:3sociates Partial Pressm e Gauge, a small magnetic mass 
O'pec trometer utilizing a modified Bayard-Alpert som ce. 
During operation, a continuous sample \\'as throttled to a 
k11011·n. constant pressure (25µ) maintained by a. trapped 
n:echanical pump, and a portion of the sample "·as expanded 
thrnugh a fixed capillary into the spectrometer, operating at a 
pre~~me of 2 X io-s torr, compared to the spectrometer 
b::tckground pre.;sure of 2 X 10-s torr. 
The spectrometer sy: tem \\'as calibrated using knO\Yll 
mixtures. ..\ single peak ,,·as scanned for each binary 
mixture, i.e. , m1 e = 40 for argon-air and m/ e = 28 fo r both 
nitrogen-air and helium-air, and the output of the spec-
Fig. 1 The flowfie ld with b ase mass addition (Schlie r en 
p h oto from Ref. 4). 
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Fig . 2 Var iation of th e base pressu t·e with mass addition . 
trometer 1\·as recorded, normalized by the spectrometer ou t-
put for the plli'e gas under the same inlet conditions. 
For argon, the error in the measurements was at most 
1.5% of the measmed ya]ue oYer the entire range of mass 
concent rations. F or a 1 % en or in the measurement of 
nitrogen, ho\\'ever, the percent error in the mas:: concentra.-
t.ion of the added nit rogen becomes unbounded as zero con-
centration is approached, because the background gas (air) 
containE ~80% nitrogen. The helium mass concentrations 
11·ere also measured using the m/ e = 28 peak of nitrogen 
becauEe of an instability which occurred in the m/ e = 4 
peak of helium. Therefore the error for helium also becomes 
unbounded for Yanishing mass concentrations. However, 
as in the case of nitrogen, the percentage error rapidly 
dimini'3hes \\'ith increasing mass concentration of helium. 
Structure of the Flowfielcl with .Mass Addition 
)lass Addi tion fro1n t h e Front 
)..Jea:;:urements of the near-wake pressure field for mass 
addition from the forward stagnation region demonstrate 
that there is no effect on the Pitot-pressure distributions and 
the base pressure (Fig. 2). Neither the bow shock wave 
nor the Pitot-pressme distributions in the boundary layer 
upstream of separation are altered by mass addition over the 
range of conditions shom1 in Fig. 2. It appears that the 
dnmmics of the flo11· in the near wake are unaltered. Hence 
the mass-concentration field is simply the field of a scalar 
quantity diffusing from an initial distribution in the cylinder 
boundarY ]ayer into the othet'll'ise undisturbed near-1\·ake 
fl.ow. This i~ described in detail in a later section. 
Mass Addition front the B ase 
Base pressure 
To analyse the results of the change5 in base pressure with 
base mass addit ion, the first attempt wa5 to correlate the 
results with the mass flux parameter 
(1) 
proposed by Korst et al.8 The most important. result of the 
present experiments is that such a mass flux parameter does 
not adeq uately conelate the data. The present experiments 
sho1\· that, under the condition that a nonYanishing recirculat-
ing flo\1· exists in the near wake, the base pressure (Fig. 2), 
and the entire near-1rnke pressme field (Fig . .5) correlate with 
the injection parameter 
(2) 
As shown in the foll01ving section, this parameter represents 
the properly normalized momentum flux of the injected flu id 
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It is obYious from Fig. 2. that if the Korst parameter is used 
" ·hen the molecular weight differs from that. of air, that no 
correlation '"ould be obtained. 
The present experiments suggest a physical model f~r the 
base pressure which depends on the dynanucs of the mter-
action of the injected gas 1Yith the recirculating near-"·ake 
flo"-field. This model possesses rn·o aspects : 1) t he inter-
action of the injected fluid "·ith the reYersed flow forms 
a stagnation point off of the body, and consequently 2) the 
injected fluid is turned a"·ay from the axis and is impressed 
on the free shear layer near its origin, inducing an increase in 
pressure. Both aspects are coupled and result in a. mo-
mentum flux dependence for the base pressure. 
The primary aspect of this model is the interaction between 
the injected fluid and the reversed flo"·. F or moderate mass 
addition ra.tes, a recirculating vortex remains in the near 
wake, and hence nm stagnation points exist on the a~ial 
streamline : the rear stagnation point, and a stagnat10n 
point in the vicinity of the base (see Fig. .1)_. Figure _3 
demonstrates that the total pressure of the m3ected gas 1s 
comparable "·ith the total pres::;ure on the centerline of the 
recirculating Yortex, and hence the base stagnation point is 
formed off the bod\' bv a balance between the total pressmes 
of the t1Yo intera~ting streams. The generalization of the 
base pressure, or characteristic near-1Yake pressure, is the 
stagnation pres-ure of the highly dissipatirn re1·ersed flow at 
the base stagnation point,~ and is therefore determined by the 
momentum flux of the injected fluid. T he proper scaling for 
this momentum flux is given by the momentum flux of the 
reversed flow. 
The total pressure on the axial streamline decays mono-
tonically from its rnlue at the rear stagnat.ion point to its 
Yalue at the base stagnation point as a consequence of Yiscous 
dissipation. Therefore, as the momentum flux of the in-
jected gas, and hence its total pressure, is increased, the base 
stagnation point moves to"·ard the rear stagnation point 
into a region of increasing total pressme for the reversed 
flo"·. Simultaneously, the reversed flo"· is reduced as a 
consequence of the reduction of the Yalue of u* on the stagnat-
ing streamline. For these reasons, the base pressure increases 
with increasing mass addition. When the total pressure of 
the injected fluid exceeds the maximum arnilable total 
pressme in the reYersed flo"·, the entrainment required by the 
shear Javers is satisfied bv the injected gas and the reversed 
flow va1;ishes, a- reported by Herzog.7 
The second aspect of the model involves the interaction 
between the injected gas and the sepa rating free shear layer. 
The gas in jected from the base is tmned by the reversed 
flow in a distance ch = ob(mJ [;Jrr;] 1' 2) , the distance fro m the 
~ This distinction bas not been made in the work of Fuller 
and Reid, u for example, and care must be used in the interpreta-
tion of their results. 
body to the base stagnation point, a nd is impressed on the 
separa.ting free shear layer oYer a distance of the order of 
00• The effects on the free shear layer caused by the im-
pressed mass are determined by the amount of mass that. the 
!aver is required to entrain. T he idealization proposed by 
Chaprnan 17 giYes an upper bound on the mass entrainment 
resulting from viscous stresses. If the entrainment is 
"Teater than Chapman's value, viscous stresses are no longer ~u.ffi cient to turn the flow and a pressure increase is induced 
by t he interaction 1Yhich turns both the impres;;ed flow and the 
flow in the free shear layer. T he amow1t of the turning of the 
shear layer flow, and hence the induced pressme, is deter-
mined from a balance between the momentum flux of the 
impressed flow and some characteri:>tic momentum flto.: 
associated with the free shear layer. 
For the present experiments, the entrainment rate of the 
impressed fluid, 
- so = 'A..(Re,/ Coc) 112 (3) 
where 
A, = p_"'p_,j PiUe 
exceeds the Chapman Yalue by a fac tor of from four to eight. 
Therefore, so long as the entrainment is large compared to 
the entrainment specifi ed by the Chapman solution, and so 
long as a recirculating vortex exists in the near "·ake, the 
change in the near-wake pressme field 1vith base mass addi-
tion will be determined by the properly normalized mo-
mentum flux of the injected gas. 
,)f a ss t ransfer p arameter 
From the concept of t he interaction of the injected fluid 
with the reversed flow. it is clear that the change in the near-
"·ake pressme field is . determined by a. balance bet1Yeen the 
momentum flux of the injectant and the moment.um flux of 
the highly dissipatiYe reversed flow at the base stagnation 
point. However, for the circular cylinder, because the sub-
critical separation process allows a. smooth transition from 
the cvlinder boundarv laYer to the nonsimilar laminar free 
shear. layer, the Rey~olcls number scaling is the same for 
both the reYersed flow and the cylinder boundary layer. 
Therefore, to facilitate the calculations, the characteristic 
near-\\·ake momentum flux has been taken as that associated 
with the cylinder boundary layer up-stream of separation. 
Using t hese ideas, the injection parameter is formulated 
from the ratio of the momentum :flux of the injected gas to 
the momentum flux in the boundary layer u pst ream of 
separation, given by 
1h;U.; 
-;r= J: ;; ( pl/2 ) 2(p,u,2) , - - ., dy 
0 p,u.,- ' 
Evaluating the integral, 
7r = Jh ;u j 2(p,u,2),(o - o* 
Introducing the boundary-layer mass fltL'I:, 
8), 
(4) 
(5) 
?iJ.B.L. = [p.11-, ro (!:!:._) dy ] = [p,11,(0 - o*)], (6) J 0 P ell e s 
and substitu ting the ..\.Jach numbers for the two flows, the 
expression becomes 
,. = ~ [ ;)l1Air]112 {JJ1 [ i5 - * o* J ['YiT,]112} (I ) 
2m.B.L. ;JlI; Jf, o - o - 8 y,T, , 
To this point, no assumptions have been made about the 
nature of the fioTI·s. 
In the present experiments it is most convenient to evalu-
ate the momentum flux of the injectant at the base by 
considering the flow through the porous ceramic. The model 
plenum pressure was measured and found to be independent 
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ot' the external pressure OYer the entire operating range. 
Further, the pressure ratio across the ceramic, 30 :S P0,./ 
P; :S 360, greatly exceeds the pressure ratio required for a 
choked flow through the ceramic for the entire range of the 
para meter I given in Fig. 2. Similar results have been 
reporred by Shreeve,18 1Yho found choking fo r P0J P, ?: 10. 
In addition, measurements of the gas temperature in the 
model plenum, and order of magnitude estimates of the heat 
transfer to the gas from the ceramic imply that the flow 
throuoh the porous ceramic is an isothermal, choked flow. 
A:o a consequence, Jf ; --+- 'Y ,.- 112 ; T ,. --+- T0 , "" T aw, die adiabatic 
recoH'l'Y temperature of the model. Then, in Eq. (7) 
JI. [ 'Y•T ,.]112--+- __!_ [_!_Ta,,, To] J/2 (8) ~; 
Jf. "'/ ,T , Jf c 'Ye To T , 
independen t of the injected fluid. 
Therefore, 
Iii ; [:JTl:Aic] liZ { 1 [ O - o* 
7i = 21i1B.L. ;)l~ J{, 0 - o* - J [ 1 To; T0 ] 1' 2 } 8 'Ye To T , , 
Tlw momentum flux ratio can be re1nitten a:; rr 
'Y ,ll I , 1Yhere 
l (Iii ;/21iln. 1..) [;)TlA;,/ ;Jlt; j l/2 
and 1Yhere 
(9) 
{F(Jf., 
(10) 
F (Jl ,,'Y,) = {__!__ [ o -*a* J [ _!_ r0,. !:EJ1;2} (ll) 
JI, o - o - 8 'Y· To T , , 
}'or the circular cylinder at large Reynolds numbers and 
hyper~on ic :\Ia.ch numbers, F (JI,,1'e) is dependent on Rem.d 
onl:--· through the 1Yeak dependence of the location of the 
:::epnration point on Re,,.d. Therefore F (Jf ,, 'Y ,) is assumed 
to be invariant. The boundary-layer mass flux per unit. 
span upstream of separation was calculated from a locally 
similar solution giYen by Klineberg. 3 
The present mass transfer criterion differs from those 
deriYed from the models proposed by Korst et al.8 and by 
y/ d 
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The results for adiabatic and isot-bermal flow differ by 8% for 
nitrogen and by 12% for helium and argon. Xo such s;'stematic 
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Fig. 5 The correlation of the n ear - wake fiowfield with 
the mass a ddition para1ne ter I. 
Chapman 10 in that the parameter l is based on the mo-
mentum flux of the injected fluid, not the mass fllL\: as proposed 
by Korst, for example. In addition, the present model 
assumes that the proper reference conditions are those per-
taining to the boundary layer upstream of separation, or 
more precisely to the reversed flo11-, rather than the free-
st.ream. 
Pressure field similitud e 
The transverse Pitot-pres:rnre profiles at the neck, shown in 
Fig. ±for nitrogen addition at Re"'·" = 3 X 104, illustrate the 
major featu res of the influence of increasing mass addition on 
the near-\\·ake f101Yfield. With increasing mass addition, the 
location of the separation point moYes fonYard on the cylinder 
(cf. Herzog'), and the separation shock is displaced into the 
outer, rotational flow with a con esponding increase in 
strength. In addition, the spreading of the viscous layers 
results in a pronounced decrease in the trength of the wake, or 
recompression shock, and the combined effects significantly 
influence the development of the intermediate- and far-wake 
flo1Ys, do11·nstream of the wake neck. 
The correlation of the Pitot-pressure field with the mass 
addition para.meter for argon, nitrogen, and helium addition 
is shown in Fig. 5 for a single value of Rex.<! at two selected 
axial locations; x/ d = 0. 7 5 lies \\·ithin the recirculating 
vortex, and x/ d = 3.0 is the location of the wake neck also 
shmrn in Fig. 4. The correlat.ion of the entire pressure field, 
for both values of Reo.d· has not been included here. This 
con elation is demonstrated in Ref. 1 11·here, in addition, the 
separation and 11·ake shock wa1·e locations are sho1yn as a 
function of increasing I to conclu~ively demonst rate the 
complete pressure field correlation. 
Structure of the :\lass- Concentration Field 
Near-\Vake Flow 
;l:lass additionfrom t he base 
The results for the near-wake mass-concentration field with 
mass addition from the base are gi1·en in Figs. 6--8. Figme 6 
is an isometric plot of the argon mass-concentration field, 
while Figs. 7 and 8 are isograms of the argon and helium 
mass-concentration fields, respective!:--', oYerlayed on the 
characteristic features of the corresponding pressure field. 
In each of these figures the mass-concentration field is dis-
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Fig. 6 The near-wake mass-concentt·ation fi eld fo1· a 1·gon 
addition from the base . 
played for the same value of I and for each of the t1rn values 
of R en10lds number. 
Fig~1res 6 and 9 demonstrate that the dominant feature of 
the near-wake mass-concentration field is t he axial decay of 
the mass concentrations from the base to\\"ard the rear 
stagnation point as a result. of the counter-current diffusion 
of the injected species into the reYersed flo\\". A second 
important aspect of the mass-concentration field is the exis-
tence of an outer transport layer, sho1Yn in F ig. 6. This 
outer layer occurs in the vicinity of the shear layers and 
governs the tra.nsport of mass bet1Yeen the recirculating 
Yortex and the outer flo"ll· by diffusion across the shear 
layers, thus establishing the outer boundary condition on the 
inner recirculating flo1Y. 
For Re,, ,d = 3 X 104, the t ran,:;1·erse mass-concentration 
profiles illustrated in Fig. 6 are characterized by an off-axis 
maximum in the v icinity of t he 11 = 0 locus as a result of the 
convection of the high mass-concentration layer near the 
base into the shear layer by the recirculating flow. This 
maximum appears as a folding oi the isolines in Fig. 7 and 
06 
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isolates the outer transport layer from the mass-concen-
t.ration field near the axis. Lateral and axial diffusion result 
both in the decay of this maximum, as the rear stagnation 
point is approached, and the subsequent development of the 
profile toward the asymptotic gaussian form downstream of 
the rear stagna.tion point. For Reoo.d = 0.9 X 104, the 
mass-concentration field is diffusion dominated \\·ithin the 
recirculating zone. At. this lower Reynolds number, the 
local maximum does not exist and the outer t ransport layer is 
no longer distinct (Figs. 6, 7) . The decreased Schmidt 
number for helium (Fig. 8) results similarly in the increased 
role of diffusion, a consequent reduction of the off-axis max-
imum for Re~.d = 3 X 104, and a more rapid t ransformation 
to a monotonic diffusion profile. 
From this brief description of the mass-concentration 
field, a close analogy can be seen bet11·een the present experi-
ments and the theoretical model proposed by Scott and 
Eckert19 for heat. transfer in high Reynolds number separated 
flow. Scott and Eckert have postulated the existence 
of t "ll·o thin layers to describe the transport of heat between 
the body and t.he outer flow. The first la~·er in their model, a 
boundary layer at the base, governs the t ransport of heat or 
mass at. the body surface. In the follo\\"ing discussion, the 
axial profile given in F ig. 9 \\"ill be sho"ll·n to correspond 
to a generalization of the concept of a base boundary layer 
for the lo"ll· Reynolds numbers encountered in the present 
experiments. The second layer in the model proposed by 
Scott and Eckert corresponds closely with the outer transport 
layer observed in the experiments, and governs the transport 
of heat or mass between the recirculating vortex and the 
outer fi01L Again, th is ou ter layer may not be thin, as a 
consequence of the loll' Reynolds numbers encountered in the 
experiments. 
T o obtain a qua litative description of the axial distribu tion 
of mass concentration in the region bet.ween the t\\"O stagna-
tion points, an approximate solution of the species conserva-
tion equation on the axis has been obtained (Ref. 1) by 
retaining both the axial and the transverse diffusion terms 
in the equation, together "ll·ith the assumption pD = const. 
Then, if the mass-concentration field near the axis is assumed 
to be self similar, i.e., Ci = Ct.(.Y')F[ f"/ a (_\°)], the axial 
species conserva tion equation becomes 
d2Ct./ d.Y:2 + C(X)dCt./ dX + 6. (X)Ct. = o (12) 
\\"here U(.Y) = [u(X)/ilmoxl![tin,.x[(x, - :rb)/ DJ = Re(X.)Sc, 
and 6. (X) = F (O) "/ a(XY, 
For a qualitative understanding of the concentration 
field, it is sufficient to make the assumpt.ion that 7J(,,Y) and 
Ll (X ) are independent of S. Then the species equation 
has the solution 
Ct.(-Y) = J.e(l;/ 2) (a - l ),Y + B e - cL'/ Z)(a+ll.Y- (13) 
11·here a = (1 - 4.1/ 0 2) 1i 2 and where .4., B are eYaluated 
F ig . I T h e n ear-wake m.ass- con cen-
tration isogram for a r gon a ddition 
from the base. 
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F jg. 8 The near-wake 1nass-con -
cen t1·a t i on isogra1n fot· h elium addi-
tion fron1 the base. 
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from the boundary conditions at the base and at the rear 
~t;1gna ti on point. 
I t is apparent from these results that the presence of the 
rea r stagnation point imposes as the solution t o the species 
equation the linear superposit ion of a positive and a nega-
ti \·e exponential function. The negati \·e exponential cone-
sponc\s to the decay from a source at the base stagnation 
point into a uniform flo\\' of infinite extent \\'ith lateral 
diffusion; \\·hereas, the positiYe exponent ia l represents the 
deC':1y toward the base of the mas.'! concentration supplied 
b>· :1 som ce at the rear stagnation point, whose strength is 
determined bY the outer flow. 
.-\s C = R.eSc --+ "", the boundary-layer character of the 
~olution becomes evident. In this limit a "" 1, and the 
;;olution become:; 
Ct.(.\') = Ct.(O) [e~lC'"Y - e_~i.· ] + Ct.(l ) [~1- e - u:~ J (14) 
-e - L - e-u 
Thu.;:, for large Reynolds numbers, the injected species is 
confined to a thin, exponentially decaying boundary layer 
1rith a characteristic thickness Oo ~ tJ-1. This solution 
corre.;,ponds to the thin base boundary layer proposed by 
Scott and Eckert. 19 
In the present experiments, tJ = ReSc .~ 0(1), and the 
axial diffusion depth is of the order of the distance bet\\'een 
the two stagnation points, Oo .~· (J- 1 "" l. Vnder these 
circumstances, the near-1Yake axial distribution given in 
C; 
I x 102 
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F ig. 9 T h e axial dis tribution of mass con centration for 
argon addition from. the base. 
Re00 d = 2.95 x 104 
, I = 4 .28 x 10-2 
SEPARATION SHOCK 
Figs. 6 and 9 represents a generalization to 101v values of 
u = ReSc of the concept of a thin base boundary layer 
proposed by Scott and E ckert. The two length scales in 
the solution, _y ~ C-1 and .Y ,......, (6) - 112 ~ u/ (iF (O)"i) 1 12 
are derived from the influence of counter-current diffusion 
and of trans\·erse diffusion, respectively. 
Foru:ard injection 
For argon addition from the fonvard stagnation region, 
the near-wake mass-concentration field is illustrated in the 
isometric plot in Fig. 10 and the isogram in Fig. 11. In 
both figures, the same value of the mass transfer parameter 
Jf = 1h;/ 21iz.B.L. is used at each of the t\1·0 values of Re}11olds 
number. 
The species transfel'l'ed from the fonrnrd stagnation region 
enter the near-11·ake flo\1·field through mass-concentration 
boundary layers \\·hose thickness upstream of separation is 
comparable to the Yiscous boundary-layer thickness. The 
mass-concentration di.,;tribution in these boundary layers 
dominates the boundary conditions for the distribution of 
mass concentration in the near-1vake fiowfielcl, and sets the 
mass-concentration level at the base. The extensions of the 
boundary layers into the near-\\·ake fl.011· are the nal'l'ow mass-
t ransport layers shom1 in Fig. 10. These layers form the 
outer transport layers in the two layer model proposed by 
Scott and E ckert, 19 and thus provide the outer boundary 
conditions on the mass-concentration field in the region of 
reversed flmy. 
The transverse mass-concentration profiles for argon ex-
hibit a nearly uniform region between the u = 0 loci (Fig. 
~~<::i.::i •295l( 104 
M=0 244 
• / : •C 5 1 ~  -'--' .....;..""-..,,,..-".,J.'-.L_--'--.¥- -1.--+.-i'-~-6-"--!,-~ 
I 00 ..._..__,_,,.,"'-l-"-'..,....C-.,1 
A=rGO\' 
=-~Rw..c:. ::m STAGNATIO\! 
POIN- rv' !.SS T~ANSF::=? 
Fig. 10 The n ear - wake 1uass- concen t ra tion fie ld for argon 
additio n from. the forward stagnation region. 
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F ig. 11 T he near-,,·ake 1nass-con--
ce ntration isogram. f o r argon addition 
frmn the forwa1·d stagnation region. 
0.8'----'-'----'---'---'----'-- --'- -'---'----'---'------'-- L--J_ _ _l__ _ _J 
11) as a consequence of the effects of transverse diffusion 
within the recirculating vortex and of the decrease in the 
mass concent ration along t.he undisturbed dividing stream-
lines by the diffusional loss of the injected species through the 
outer t ransport layers. This latter fact results in a reduction 
of the mass-concentrat ion level at the rear stagnation point 
below that at the base and proYides the second boundar~· 
condition for the axial decay of mass concentration in the 
near wake. A local maximum occurs off the axis, followed 
by a rapid decay of the mass concentration in t he outer 
transport layer. T he local maximum also occurs in the 
boundary-layer profiles in the immediate vicinity of separa-
tion, but does not persist furthe r upstrea m. 
T he near-wake mass-concentrat ion profiles for helium 
exhibit the dominant role of diffusion. For Re"' .d = 3 X 10', 
a local maximum again occurs near the base, bu t. decays 
rapidly downstream because of the decreased Schmidt 
number. For Reco,d = 0.9 X 10\ the profiles exhibit a single 
inflection point. similar to the profiles shown in F ig. 6 for 
argon addition from the base at the same Reynolds number. 
The details are given in Ref. (1). 
To obtain a qualitative understanding of the mass-concen-
tration field in the present case, the approximate solution 
given previously for the axial distribution can again be used. 
For the present case, because the transverse distribution is 
nearly uniform, 6. = 0 and hence a: = 1. Therefore the 
solution of the axial species consen-ation equat.ion has the 
Fig. 12 
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o- •Id · 3 ·0 M ~0. 244 o - >Id • 2 0 } 
· Frontal l nJect1on 
D - >Id ' 4.0 
t:.->ld• ZO} !• 4 .15X IQ· 2 
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Open Symt>ols - Y > O 
F il led Symbols- Y< 0 
ARGON 
Re.,,, • 0 .905 x 104 
1.5 2.0 
Y/a-
25 
T h e n o r nialized dis t r ibution of argon in ass con-
cen t r ation in the i n termed iate wak e. 
same form as obtained for U ->- ro in the preYious discussion 
[Eq. (14) ]. H mrnver, in t he present case, fJ = ReSc ,...,_, 
0 (1) as before, and hence ob "" 1, i.e., the axial diffusion 
depth is of the order of the distance between the t\\·o stagna-
t ion points. Furthermore, because there is no source in the 
base region, the difference between the mass-concentrations 
at the base and at the rear stagnation point results only 
from the decrease in the mass concentration of the injected 
species a.long the dividing st reamline by diffusional loss 
through the outer transport layer. As a result, the hrn 
boundary conditions are nearly equal and the axial decay is 
ext remely ''"eak compared to that for base mass addition 
(cf. Figs. 6, 9, and 10). As (} _.. ro, the exponent ial func-
t ions again represent a thin boundary layer at the base. 
HmYever, because no source exists at the base, the ma"°s-
concentrat ion field is not expected to exhibit a boundary 
layer behavior. On the contrary, as fJ becomes large, 
convection "·ill dominate over diffusion and it is expected 
that the mass concentration of the injectant will be uniformly 
distributed ,,·ithin the recirculating flo\\·, i.e., G~(l) ->-
G~(O) . 
Intermediate W a k e 
\Vhen the Oseen linearization used by Kubota20 to deter-
mine the asymptotic self-similar form for the inner 'rnke is 
extended t o the mass-concentration wake, the asymptotic 
far-1Yake solution corresponds to t he diffusion from a delta 
function source at the origin, 
where the deta ils of the near-wake may be lumped in the 
description of a virtual origin of the axial coordinate. 
The presence of the rear stagnation point, and the fi nite 
wid th of the mass-concentration profiles at the neck, require 
that there be an intermediate-wake region in which the 
mass-concentration and Yelocity fields experience a transition 
from those distributions imposed at the rear stagnation 
point by the near-wake fio\1· to their respective asymptotic 
far-1rnke distributions. The boundary conditions for t he 
intermediate wake solution are specified by the mass-con-
centration distribution at the neck. In the incompressible 
plane, F ig. 12 shows that for argon the measured transYerse 
mass-concentration profiles in the vicinity of the neck rapidly 
approach a Gaussian form 'Tith increasing axial distance. 
T hese profiles exhibit. a characteristic width Y = a-(X), for 
which C;/C<;, = l / e . and their amplitudes G<t scale linearly 
,yith increasing mass transfer. In addition,. the experiments 
indicate t hat the lateral scale for the mass-concentration 
\\·ake depends mechanically on the lateral scale for the 
viscous wake, independent of the mass transfer rate. 
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"(;sing these experimental observations, au approximate 
solution fort.he axial distribution of argon mass concentration 
"·ill be obtained for Re~.a = 0.9 X 104 • This result is not 
extended to the data for Re~.a = 3 X 104 because of the 
ocr.urrence of transit.ion in the intermedia te-wake fl.on· field 
at this R eynolds number. The case of helium addition will 
be mentioned separately. 
::\ eglecting axial diffusion, the species conservation equa-
tion 011 the axis becomes 
(u/ D)oC/ ox = 02C/ ay2 (16) 
In addition, conservation of the injected species provides the 
integral relation 
1h; = 2 J
0 
~ puC,.dy = canst (17) 
U;:ing the modified Hon·arth transformations to the in-
compre;;sible plane, these equations take the form 
ScUoC/ oX = o2C/ oP 
( "' UCcff = r ~ UCdY J 0.Y J Ox 
(18) 
11·here Sc = 11/ D = const. 
To simplify the calcula tions, it. is conYenient to assume 
that, both the mass-concentration and the Yelocity fields 
haw Gaussian distribution~, and possess the same scale, i.e., 
C/ C,.(X ) = (1 - U)/ [l - U~(X)] = e - l"/ .. ' (X l (19) 
To approximate the axial Yelocity d istribution, an analyt ic 
form 1rhich has the proper limiting behavior for small X , 
u,. = X / (a. + X ) (20) 
hao been obtained by matching the experimental data a t 
S = 4.0. Using this rela tion, i£ the origin and the boundary 
conditions are t aken at the neck, then defining~ = X - X N, 
the solution becomes 
G¢.m = {i ...!... 8 [~ _ Cl: 1 (a.+ Xn + ~) ...!... c_,: I SccrN2[b + UsF 2 n ci + x.~· I 
( 3 ) ( '( . + ~) ] }-1;2 2 - [2]1i2 a In - '~.v (21) 
where crs, UN refer to the length scale and the centerline 
veloc:ity of the self-similar profile at the neck, and b = 
(21·2 - 1) for a Gaussian profile. F or small~' 
C¢./ Cx -.. 1 - ,8~ (22) 
For large ~' 
where 8* = 8 (?3) 
· Sc a-.v2 [b + Us]2 -
Thus, for large ~ the solution approaches the decay la\\· given 
by the Oseen linearized solution. The virtual origin is then 
giYen as ~o = 1/ {3* ~ Sc a-.v2, and is shown by the extrapola.-
tiou of the solution curve in F ig. 13. 
The normalized solut.ion contains a single parameter crx , 
the ;;cale of the transverse profile at the neck. This pa-
rameter depends on th e distribut ion in t he near-\Yake flow-
fielcl . and has been obtained from e-"periment by matching 
the data at an arbitrary value of~· T he re.-mlts a re shown in 
Fig. 13 for argon addition from both the fonYard and the 
ba~e stagnation regions. 
For helium addition, the near-field solution for ~ -.. O is 
im·alid because the axial diffusion term is not negligible near 
the origin. The far-field solution is Ya.lid, ho\\·ever, and has 
been used in R ef. 1 to fu rther substantiate dependence of the 
virtual origin on Sc a-s 2 for the asymptotic far wake. 
0 .6 
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Fig. 13 The axial mass- concentration dis tribution of 
argon in Lh e interinecliate wake . 
Summary 
An e:qJerimental investigation of the steady, laminar near-
wake flon·field of a t wo-dimensional, adiabatic, circular 
cylinder with surface mass t ransfer h as been made at a free-
stream ::\fach number of 6.0, and freest.ream R eynolds num-
bers ReQ.d = 0.9 and 3.0 X 104• 
:\lass addition from the forward stagnation region has no 
measurable influence on the near-Trnke pressure field for 
moderate mass transfer rates. 
F or mass addit ion from the base, the present experiment s 
conclusively demonstra.te that the base pressure, and the 
entire near-wake fl.o\\·fielcl, con elates n·ith the parameter 
1 = -.!!!:.i__ [~IA ''] i12 = canst 1h; [;nt.A••J v 2 ( 24) 
21hB.L. ~i [Re~.d) 11 2 ;)ll'. ; 
the ratio of the momentum flux of the injected fluid to the 
momentum flu-" in the cylinder boundary layer upstream of 
separation, and not the mass flux as proposed by Korst. 
Indeed, whether any such regime exists in which t.he near-
\Yake flowfield correlates with the mass flux of the injectant 
is not c.lear. Such a. regime does not exist in the present 
measurements even for vanishingly small changes in base 
pressure. T he mechanism 1Yhich determines the behavior 
of the base pressm e \\·ith mass addition is the establishment 
of a stagnation point off the base, formed by the balance of 
momentum bet1Yeen the inj ected fluid and the reversed flow, 
and the consequent impression of the injected gas on the free 
shear layer near separation. 
In vien' of t he pre ent experiments, it is clear that an 
investigation of the effects of molecular weight is crucial to 
distinguish the roles of mass flux, momentum flux, and 
volume flux. For this reason, some of t he results reported 
by Carriere12 and by Ginoux, 13 i.e., appear t o be inconclusive 
in this regard . 
For mass addit ion from the base, the base mass concen-
tration is large, and the dominant feature of the mass-
concentration field is the rapid axial decay an·a.y from the 
base as a consequence of the counter-curren t diffusion of the 
injected species in to the reversed flow. 
For mass addition from the forward st agnation region, 
because no source exists at the base, the mass-concentration 
field is nearly uniform in the region of reversed flow, and 
possesses a local maximum in the vicinity of the if; = 0 
streamline. 
I ri the in termediate-wake region, clmn1stream of the 
neck. the mass-concentration field has been examined with the 
aid ~f an approximate theoretical model which assumes that 
t.he mass-concentration distribution is Gaussian in t he in-
compressible plane. F or argon addition, the axial diffusion 
terms are negligible and the species consel'Yation equation on 
the axis gives a representation for the axial decay. By 
i;omparison with the experimental data, the solution yields 
the axial distribution, and the location of the virtual origin 
for the asymptotic far-wake -olution, as a function of the 
distribution of mass concentration at t he \\·ake neck. 
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